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Grayson, The Vampire King might have his hands full trying to uncover his enemies plot, trying to

weed out the friends from foes in his circle, as well as helping Gigi to accept all that she has

become, but his desire has NEVER wavered to love and protect Gigi at any cost. As he gets closer

to the truth, he comes to the shocking discovery that Georginaâ€™s grandmother is still alive. Now,

Gigi has to make a choiceâ€¦ â€œWhom would she choose? Will she spare the person that obviously

doesnâ€™t give two shits about her because the damn woman took up with people that desire to

bring down her husband? Or will she rip the womanâ€™s spine from her body to show that she has

chosen this Kingdom and Grayson?â€•This family reunion will be nothing less than killer!
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This was the conclusion of Grayson and Gigi story. I love vampire stories but when it goes to the

demon aspect of it especially when you're talking about the depths of hell it kinda freak me out. I

thought it was going to be some type of battle because of what went on in the last book. I felt as if a

lot of questions were unanswered., the story was just too short. I gave it a three stars because I like

Grayson and Gigi character only wished it was more of them.



I love the final to Relentless Grayson and GiGi had a bond so profound that I doubt anyone could

come between. This book took us back so that we could understand how Grayson and Gigi was a

cursed blood and crimson blood. We also get to see who is Grayson and Gigi father's and how they

are connected. I enjoy the history lesson and how Frannie fits into this as well. I am definitely

looking forward to the Lei Cheng story and others. Great ending to Relentless but I wonder if there's

more to come.

I'm not really a fan of paranormal. I just thought I'd give it a try because of the author. It turns out

this is her first venture in the genre. It's an interesting read with an interesting story line with some

unexpected plot lines, but I love everything she's written.

Grayson and Gigi's story continues with them embracing their future together, showing their true

forms, learning that things aren't always as they seem, and working on the new generation. Great

continuation and would enjoy seeing a part three to this series.

I like book one but book two was better, that's were all the plotting took place fore the most part but

the second book cleared all the plots from the first book. You need to read both books to get the full

effect of the story line.

It was a good folkow up. Although I got a little confused following the blood lines, I still want to know

more about Crissan and Keberos storyline. I can't wait for the continuations of the side story lines.

Again loved the sequel.

I absolutely loved book one and couldn't wait for book two. I was really excited to read book two and

it was extremely disappointing. The plot was unclear I had to reread sections. The demonic spin she

took on it was disturbing. I wanted to read about vampires not demons from hellðŸ˜’ the book ended

at 73% the epilogue was a joke !

I loved the speed of the story and the storyline stayed on track. Once I started reading I only

stopped to get the grands ready for school. This is a must read. Great job, my hat goes off to you

my Lady!!!!!!
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